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Abstract: For corrugated pipes with a square groove, it is known that there is no interaction between
the main flow and groove flow when the aspect ratio is less than four. When the groove length
and height are different, the interaction occurs in the pipe. In previous studies, it was investigated
whether this interaction is dependent on groove length. However, when changing the groove height,
the shape of the vortex generated inside the groove changes, which may cause the interaction to
occur. Therefore, in this paper the interaction between the main and groove flow of corrugated pipes
is investigated when changing both groove height as well as groove pitch, corresponding to an aspect
ratio of less than four. For the groove height, the flow out of the groove after impingement changes
with the shape of the secondary vortex in the groove. This flow deforms the velocity distribution in
the main flow, and thus the friction factor is different. For the groove pitch, there is no difference in
v-velocity distribution at the interface at the 5th and 20th groove. This means there is no interaction
between the grooves, and, the friction factor differs as the number of grooves differs.

Keywords: corrugated pipe; friction factors; numerical; velocity; vortex

1. Introduction

Pipes play an essential role in transferring energy and fluid in a wide range of settings
including fire industries, power plants, plumbing, and buildings. Generally, smooth pipes
are used in large-scale facilities where there are no space constraints. However, where space
is restricted, fire or disaster site, the smooth pipe is unsuitable, and flexible corrugated pipe
is used a lot. The advantage of being able to transfer heat more effectively than an ordinary
smooth pipe by virtue of its corrugated shape.

Typically, particles that make-up a fluid will follow a smooth path without interrupting
each other. However, where smooth flow is interrupted, such as in the vicinity of the
groove in corrugated pipes, a small swirl area occurs, resulting in changing laminar flow
to turbulence flow. This turbulence prevents viscous substances adhering to the pipe
wall and effectively delivers energy from various industrial fields. Then, in terms of
geometric characteristics, corrugated pipe with a wide cross-sectional area exhibits higher
performance than the smooth pipe. Furthermore, corrugated pipe plays important role
in withstanding hazardous settings because of the endurability, flexibility, and elasticity
of the pipe itself, and in transferring a great deal of energy by virtue of its geometric
make-up. Owing to the many advantages of corrugated pipes, they are widely used in heat
exchangers and many industrial fields. However, the geometric make-up of the corrugated
pipe causes vortexes inside the groove, resulting in other problems that can trigger complex
flow phenomena inside the pipe. García et al. [1] confirmed that the transition from laminar
flow to turbulent flow occurred rapidly due to the groove shape of the wall. Unal et al. [2]
conducted a study on a corrugated channel with continuous grooves for turbulent flow;
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the unstable vortex inside the groove affects the bulk flow and subsequent grooves, which
significantly increases the Reynolds stress. Popiel et al. [3] investigated friction factor for
a corrugated pipe with a U-shaped groove, and an experiment was conducted up to a
Reynolds number of 30,000. As the height and pitch of the groove decreased, the friction
factor decreased, and as the Reynolds number increased, the friction factor increased.
Similarly, Bernhard et al. [4] conducted an experiment with a Reynolds number of up to
100,000 using a U-shaped groove. The friction factor did not change significantly until the
Reynolds number is 40,000, but increased when the Reynolds number exceeded 40,000.
This is because the main flow goes into the groove at the Reynolds number 40,000 and
above. Smith et al. [5], analyzed the flow of a channel with a square groove using numerical
analysis; due to the recirculation flow inside the groove, skin friction increases at the groove
top, which increases friction loss. The purpose of the many grooves in such corrugated
pipes is to allow for the possibility of increasing the friction factor pertaining to decreasing
energy transport, which is related to the shape of the pipe, length, and grooves. On account
of geometric conditions, it is difficult to predict the pressure loss generated by the fluid’s
viscosity near the pipe or duct surface within the corrugated pipe itself. Corrugated pipes
are mainly composed of grooves of various shapes, but as mentioned above, many studies
have been conducted in the case of U-shaped grooves. However, the corrugated pipe
usually has square shapes. For corrugated pipes with square grooves, and a variety of
geometric parameters including groove height, the pitch between grooves, and the length
of the groove, have a significant effect on the flow characteristics of the pipes.

Perry et al. [6] classified the square shape grooves into two types based on the groove’s
length and height; type-k and type-d. In the case of type-k, this refers to the pipe where
the groove length is greater than the groove height. In this case, the main flow enters the
groove and interacts with it, since the vortex inside the groove only occurs in the groove’s
corner. Conversely, type-d refers to pipes in which the length of the groove is less than
its height, meaning that the main stream cannot penetrate the groove, since the vortex
fills the groove so that no interaction can occur. Tani [7] proposed a classification based
on the groove’s aspect ratio and suggested that if the aspect ratio is lower than four, it
can be treated separately without interaction between the main flow and the groove flow.
Vijiapurapu et al. [8] analyzed the square groove for the corrugated pipes, and proposed
to classify the criterion of flow interaction as the ratio of groove pitch to height. It was
suggested that there is no interaction when the ratio of the groove pitch to height is less
than five. However, Djenidi et al. [9] analyzed turbulent flow in a plate with a groove
aspect ratio of less than four using a laser, and, even in this case, a strong ejection from the
groove to the main flow was observed. Stel et al. [10] analyzed the flow in a corrugated
pipe which had a groove shape that covered all of the above ranges. Since part of the
main flow crosses the boundary and enters the groove, this flow squeezes the vortex inside
the groove and affects the downstream part of the corner. In addition, the flow of the
downstream portion of the groove impacts the corner of the groove, and some of it flows
out of the groove. These flows increase turbulent kinetic energy and Reynolds stress in
the downstream portion of the groove, and thus friction factor also increases. This effect
depends on groove length. It was shown that interaction existed even when the aspect
ratio was less than four, and Stel et al. [11] concluded that the radius of the internal vortex’s
rotation increases, and the shape of the vortex in the groove changes according to the
change in the height of the groove. This change of vortex caused a change in v-velocity
at the groove and main flow boundary. Furthermore, the change of v-velocity generated
shear at the interface, affecting turbulent kinetic energy and pressure. Therefore, it affects
the main flow, and this changes the friction factor. However, most research to date has
been conducted on groove length, but research conducted on groove height is insufficient.

Previous studies have been conducted where only the groove geometry is changed,
however as the groove pitch decreases, the flow from the groove can enter the next groove,
and there may be interactions between the grooves. To analyze these effects, we investigated
the flow characteristics while decreasing the groove pitch.
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Vijiapurapu et al. [12] compared four different turbulence models for the corrugated
pipe with the rectangular groove, which are the Large Eddy Simulation (LES), the Reynolds
Stress Model (RSM), the k-ω SST model, and the standard k-ε model, for square groove
corrugated pipes with a Reynolds number range of 50,000 to 100,000. It was suggested that
all four models could produce satisfactory results.

Many prior studies consider the flow of corrugated pipes, but studies on the effects
of groove height and pitch on flow characteristics are insufficient. Thus, the effect of the
groove height and pitch on flow characteristics has been investigated by using a numerical
method when the aspect ratio was less than four. In this study, the standard k-ε model
and the wall function were applied, and an experiment using a smooth pipe was also
conducted to validate the numerical friction factor. In addition, to justify using a k-ε model
we compared our velocity distribution in the corrugated pipe with the velocity distribution
of Vijiapurapu et al. [12]

2. Numerical Study
2.1. The Govering Equations

Numerical analysis has been conducted using commercial package ANSYS Fluent
to analyze the effect of the groove height and pitch on the flow characteristics of the
corrugated pipe. The governing equations for steady incompressible flow was used as
follows [13]:

• Mass conservation equation

ρ
∂

∂xi
(ui)= 0 (1)

• Momentum equation

ρ
∂

∂xj

(
uiuj

)
= − ∂p

∂xi
+

∂

∂xj

[
µ

(
∂ui
∂xj

+
∂uj

∂xi
− 2
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∂
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−u′iu
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j
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• Turbulence energy equation

ρui
∂k
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= σij
∂uj
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∂
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• Turbulence dissipation equation
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∂ε
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ε

k
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+
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]
(4)

• Turbulence viscosity

µt= ρCµ
k2

ε
(5)

where ρ is the fluid density, µ is the dynamic viscosity, ui is components of the velocity
vector, k is turbulence kinetic energy, ε is turbulence dissipation rate, and σij is the
Reynolds stress tensor.

2.2. Computaional Domain and Boundary Conditions

When it comes to analyzing the effect of the corrugated pipe, the flow in the pipe
should be a fully developed flow. In order to implement a fully developed flow, a compu-
tational domain of pipe was extended to the inlet length Le from the corrugated pipe. The
inlet length Le was chosen by the following equation:

Le
D

= 4.4(Re)
1
6 , for Turbulent (6)
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where Le is the length of the entrance region, D is the inner pipe diameter, and Re is the
Reynolds number.

Figure 1 and Table 1 represent geometrics and parameters of the corrugated pipe for
this study, where w is the groove length, K is the groove height, P is the groove pitch, and s
is the distance between the grooves. Cases 1 to 3 are for the effects of groove height, and
Cases 3 to 5 are for the effects of groove pitch.
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Figure 1. Explanations of the geometrics on the corrugated pipe.

Table 1. Parameters of corrugated pipe for numerical analysis.

Case D
(mm)

s
(mm)

P
(mm)

w
(mm)

K
(mm) w/K P/K

Case 1 25.9 4.403 5.5685 1.1655 2.331 0.5 2.389
Case 2 25.9 4.403 5.5685 1.1655 1.1655 1.0 4.78
Case 3 25.9 4.403 5.5685 1.1655 0.777 1.5 7.167
Case 4 25.9 2.331 3.4965 1.1655 0.777 1.5 4.00
Case 5 25.9 1.295 2.4605 1.1655 0.777 1.5 3.167

Since the inlet condition is given as uniform velocity, it is necessary to check whether
the flows are fully developed before entering the corrugated pipe. The velocity distribution
was compared at 0.85 m and 0.9 m in the x-direction from the pipe inlet. Figure 2 shows
that the velocity distributions are no different. Thus, the fully developed flow is confirmed.
Figure 2 contains the information on the boundary conditions of the corrugated pipe. The
wall no-slip condition on the wall is applied. Since corrugated pipes are mainly used for
pipe connection, zero gradients conditions are set at the outlet. The SIMPLE algorithm was
used to solve the pressure and velocity coupling problem, and convergence judgment was
set to 10−4 as the residual.

2.3. Grid Independent Test

A grid independence test was carried out to obtain accurate analysis results and to
find an appropriate grid size. Figure 3 shows the grid for numerical analysis. A hexahedral
mesh is used. In order to satisfy the log-law of the turbulent velocity distribution adjacent
to the wall, y+ was set less than 12. For the corrugated pipe, the flow in the groove is more
important than the main flow inside the pipe. Therefore, the grid independent test was
performed by changing the ∆y size of the grid only inside the groove and decreasing ∆y
from 0.28 mm to 0.20 mm. where ∆y is the y-direction length of grid.
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Figure 3. The grids for numerical analysis (a) Pipe inlet, (b) the pipe wall, (c) in the corrugated pipe.

The y+ value at the first node point is fixed. However, if the mesh size suddenly
increases from the node point at the wall and the next node point ∆y, a numerical error may
occur. Therefore, the mesh size increases gradually from the first node point and the mesh
size becomes 0.20 mm, and 0.28 mm. We compare the v-velocity at interface and the friction
factor, where v-velocity represents the y-direction velocity component. Figure 4 shows
v-velocity distribution at interface different ∆y. There is no difference in the v-velocity
distribution of ∆y = 0.28 mm and 0.24 mm. Table 2 is the result of the friction factor and
the number of grids. The friction factor is calculated using the Darcy-Weisbach equation:

∆p = f
l
d

ρV2
avg

2
(7)

where ∆p is the pressure drop of the corrugated pipe, l is pipe length, d is the corrugated
pipe inner diameter, ρ is the fluid density, and Vavg is the average velocity.
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Table 2. Grid independent test using friction factor.

Number w/k Number of Mesh (∆y) Friction Factor Comparison

1 1.5 1,939,427 (0.20 mm) 0.053426 f1/f2 = 1.26%
2 1.5 1,754,918 (0.24 mm) 0.052761 f2/f3 = 3.48%
3 1.5 1,637,979 (0.28 mm) 0.050987 -

The result of the friction factor and the result of v-velocity distribution at the interface
is similar. The number of grids was selected as 1,754,918 grids.

2.4. Numercial Analysis Validaiotn

The numerical analysis was validated by comparison with the experimental results.
The experimental apparatus is shown in Figure 5. A turbine flowmeter was used, and a
pipe length of 1 m was installed on the front of the test section, to ensure a fully developed
flow before entering the test section.
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The experiment was conducted using water in a Reynolds number range of 43,000 to
70,000. The pressure difference was measured at the inlet and outlet of the pipe. Since it
was turbulent flow, the pressure difference was measured for 3 min due to the fluctuation
of the measurement, and it was represented as the average value. Table 3 represents the
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results of the experiment with those of the numerical analysis. The value of friction factor
by experiments and numerical analysis are represented as fexp and fnum and correlates with
95.5% to 98.9%. The results of the experimental and numerical studies demonstrated a
similar tendency within an error range up to about four percent. In addition, to validate
the turbulence model we used, the velocity distribution inside the corrugated pipe was
compared. Figure 6 shows the comparison of the velocity profile at the center of the groove
between our study and Vijiapurapu et al. [12] where, V is the velocity distribution, V0 is the
velocity at the center line, and R0 is outer the corrugated pipe radius. The velocity profile
differs by up to 8.5%. The numerical method has been validated.

Table 3. Comparison of Experimental results and Numerical results based on friction factor.

Re fexp fnum
fexp/fnum

(Error Rate [%])

43,000 0.0215 0.0224 0.960 (4.02)
58,000 0.0201 0.0204 0.989 (1.47)
70,000 0.0187 0.0196 0.955 (4.59)
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3. Results and Discussion
3.1. The Effect of the Groove Height

Figure 7 shows the internal flow of the corrugated pipes for three different heights,
w/k = 0.5, 1.0, and 1.5, respectively. The magnitude of v-velocity near the wall between
grooves is larger. This means that flow near the wall can go to the next grooves. Fur-
thermore, the v-velocity increased gradually until the 5th groove, but remained constant
after that.

Figure 8 represents the v-velocity distribution for each case at y/R = 0.98 near the pipe
wall, represented as the red line. The v-velocity profiles on (a)~(c) containing the 2nd to
20th grooves were analyzed for the various ratios of w/k = 0.5, 1.0, and 1.5, respectively.
The enlarged v-velocity profiles on three ratios at the 5th groove are shown in (d). The
v-velocity profiles between the 2nd groove and 5th groove are different, but subsequent
to the 5th grooves, are not significant. The interactions between grooves at the following
5th groove appear the almost same. Thus, the flow analysis was conducted after the 5th
groove. Since the value of w is fixed, and the ratio is relative to k, the large number of w/k
ratio means a small groove height. A lower height of the groove represents less flow in
the v-direction, causing less transfer of velocity. As w/k increases, so does the v-velocity.
Within the range of 0.5 < x/s, the v-velocity has been increasing in all cases. Furthermore,
in the case of w/k = 1.5, v-velocity has been decreasing when x/s is greater than 0.8. This is
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reflecting that the main flow affects the groove before entering the groove, as represented
in streamline in Figure 8d with a green-colored border.
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Figure 9 shows the pressure contours and distribution at the red line. Due to the
primary vortex center, the pressure at the center of the groove appears to be the lowest. The
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lower the height, the lower the pressure in the center of the groove. Because the lower the
groove height, the faster the vortex rotational velocity. Also, we can see the high-pressure
region at the lower right corner of the groove. This is the result of part of the main flow
collisions at the lower right corner of the groove.
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Figure 10 a,b illustrate the velocity vectors in grooves and v-velocity profiles at the
red line, respectively. The lower the height, the larger the peak values of v-velocity. The
velocity vector plot shows that the secondary vortex occurs in the upper right corner. These
secondary vortexes are all different in shape according to the change in groove height. The
change in the positive peak value shows more differences than the change in the negative
peak value. The region of the secondary vortex is more significant as the groove height
increases. Moreover, the secondary vortex rotates opposite to the primary vortex. Due to
the secondary vortex, the difference between the positive peak values occurs according to
the height.
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Figure 11 represents the velocity profiles at the interface between the groove and the
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main flow. Profiles of (a) and (b) represent u-, and v-velocity profiles, respectively. For the
u-velocity, it increases as the height decreases. Where u-velocity is the x-direction of the
velocity component. For the v-velocity, the lower the height, the magnitude of v-velocity
is larger at the groove interface because the flow rotates faster inside the groove. The
maximum negative v-velocity values are shown at x/w = 0.9. For w/k = 1.0 and 1.5, the
maximum negative v-velocity is almost same, but w/k = 0.5 it is different.
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Figure 11. Velocity distribution at interface for different w/k. (a) U-velocity distribution at interface
line for different w/k, (b) v-velocity distribution at interface line for different w/k.

Figure 12 shows (a) is the pressure contour at the groove, (b) is the streamline at
the lower right corner of the groove, (c) is the velocity vector at the lower right corner of
the groove, and (d) is the streamline of the main flow. In the pressure contour, the high
pressure at the lower right corner occurs because the part of the main flow impacts the
lower right corner of the groove. After a collision, some of the flow enters the grooves
again and rotates, with any remaining flow beyond the groove affecting the main flow. The
same result can be confirmed in Stel. [10]. In the main flow’s streamline, it is affected by
the flow coming out of the groove following collision.
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Therefore, the velocity distribution of the main flow will be different due to the
maximum negative v-velocity. Figure 13a–c are the main flow velocity distributions at the
end of the groove for w/k = 0.5, 1.0, and 1.5, respectively, and (d) is an enlarged figure of
w/k = 1.5. When comparing the velocity distribution at the end of the 5th and 6th groove,
there is no difference in the velocity distribution. However, when comparing the 5th and
25th velocity distributions, the main flow velocity profile increases when y/R < 0.811 and
decreases the range of 0.811 < y/R. This means that when passing through a single groove,
the deformation of the main flow is small because the maximum negative v-velocity is
lower after the collision. However, the flow after the collision still affects the main flow.
Thus, this effect cannot be ignored if the number of grooves increases.
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Table 4 represents comparing the results of calculating the friction factor using the
Darcy-Weisbach equation and the numerical results of the smooth pipe. When comparing
smooth pipes, the friction factor of the corrugated pipe was 2.73 times to 2.916 times. This
result is due to the deformation of the velocity distribution of the main flow because of the
out flow after the collision. In the cases of w/k = 1.0 and 1.5, the region of the secondary
vortex is small, and the shape of the secondary vortex is similar. However, for the w/k = 0.5,
the secondary vortex is different. To maintain this secondary vortex, the primary vortex
rotation speed must be slow. Therefore, the flow out of the groove after collision is different.
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Since the primary vortex rotates faster, the flow after the collision enters the groove faster.
Conversely, the flow out of the groove after the collision is slower. The friction factor is
highest in the w/k = 0.5. The magnitude of maximum negative v-velocity is largest due to
the flow out of the groove after the collision. The shape of the secondary vortex depends
on the groove height, and as the height decreases, there is a critical height that can ignore
this effect.

Table 4. Pressure difference and friction factor as a function of w/k with comparison of the value on
smooth pipe.

Case w/k Friction Factor Pressure
Difference [Pa] f /fsmooth

Case 1 0.5 0.0553 2397.223 2.916
Case 2 1.0 0.0519 2249.835 2.736
Case 3 1.5 0.0528 2288.849 2.781

Smooth - 0.0196 849.649 1.000

3.2. The Effect of the Groove Pitch

It has been determined that there is an interaction between the main flow and flow in
grooves as a function of height. However, as the groove pitch decreases, the flow from the
groove may enter the next groove, and interaction may occur between them. According
to a study by Stel et al. [11], friction factor increases as the pitch decreases. Therefore, the
groove pitch was reduced based on the height of w/k = 1.5, which has the most flow in and
out of the groove interface, as summarized in cases 3, 4, and 5 in Table 1.

Figure 14 is a result of a comparison of the v-velocity profiles by the groove pitch at
the 5th groove and 20th groove interfaces. The difference for each pitch is insignificant,
and the v-velocity distribution at the 5th and 20th have similar trends.
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Figure 14. Comparison of v-velocity distribution at groove interface for different p/k: (a) Comparison of v-velocity
distribution at 5th groove interface for different p/k, (b) Comparison of v-velocity distribution at 20th groove interface for
different p/k.

The v-velocity distribution in the 5th and 20th grooves for each case was compared
in order to analyze them in more detail. Figure 15 shows v-velocity distribution at the
5th groove and 20th groove at the interface. Figure 15a–c represent the v-velocity at the
interface, and d–f represent the v-velocity at the end of the groove. There is no difference
between the 5th and 20th v-velocity distributions. This indicates that the flow out of the
groove after the collision has little effect on the flow of the next groove.
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Figure 15. The v-velocity distribution at the interface of the groove and main flow at the 5th and 20th case and the v-velocity
at the end of the groove. (a) v-velocity distribution at interface for p/k = 7.167, (b) v-velocity distribution at interface for p/k
= 4.00, (c) v-velocity distribution at interface for p/k = 3.167, (d) v-velocity distribution at groove end for p/k = 7.167, (e)
v-velocity distribution at groove end for p/k = 4.00, and (f) v-velocity distribution at groove end for p/k = 3.167.

Figure 16 shows the main flow velocity distribution at the ends of the 5th and 20th
grooves according to the pitch change. Similarly to the previously discussed height change,
a difference in velocity between the 5th and 20th main flow occurs due to the flow out
of grooves.
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Figure 16. Main flow velocity profile at groove end for different p/k. (a) Main flow velocity profile at the groove end for p/k
= 7.167, (b) Main flow velocity profile at the groove end for p/k = 4.00, (c) Main flow velocity profile at the groove end for
p/k = 3.167.

Table 5 shows the pressure drop and the friction factor for the different pitch. As the
groove pitch decreases, the friction factor increases. The decrease in the pitch means that
the number of grooves increases. As the number of grooves increases, the main flow is
more affected by the flow out of groove after the collision.

For groove pitch, the v-velocity distributions at the groove end and interface are
almost same between the 5th groove and the 20th groove when the groove pitch decreases.
This means that the flow out of the groove does not enter the next groove. Thus, the friction
factor depends on the number of grooves.
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Table 5. Pressure difference and friction factor for different p/k in a single groove.

p/k Friction Factor Pressure Difference [Pa] f /f p/k=7.167

7.167 0.0528 2288.849 1.000
4.00 0.0569 2466.582 1.078

3.167 0.0615 2665.989 1.165

4. Conclusions

In this study, flow characteristics and their implications were numerically analyzed
against changes in corrugated pipe groove height and pitch when the aspect ratio is less
than four. The following conclusions were obtained:

When changing the groove height, the friction factor in the corrugated pipe is larger
than a smooth pipe. It causes a deformation of the main flow due to the vortex inside
the groove and the flow flowing out of the groove. We have observed that the shape of
the secondary vortex depends on the groove height. As the height increases, so does the
shape of the secondary vortex at the upper right corner. In cases where w/k = 1.0 and
1.5, the shape of the secondary vortex is similar, and thus the flow out of the groove is
insignificant. For w/k = 0.5, the region of the secondary vortex is large, which increases
the v-velocity of the out flow. Therefore, there is a critical height where there is no change
in the v-velocity of the flow coming out after the collision. Moreover, for w/k = 0.5, the
rotational velocity of the primary vortex is slow, and the v-velocity of the flow out of the
groove after collision increases, and changes the main flow velocity profile. Therefore, the
pressure drop is highest.

For groove pitch, the v-velocity distributions at the groove end and interface are
almost same between the 5th groove and the 20th groove when the groove pitch decreases.
This means that the flow out of the groove does not enter the next groove. Thus, friction
factor depends on the number of grooves.
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